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NOTE: School should continue to actively remind parents and students not to park on private property. Should this plan not restrict parents from
parking on private property, school should consider closing driveways in front of all school buidlings to restore curb and construct sidewalks and
other pedestrian amenities throughout the school campus. School to continue communications with neighbors to establish guidelines for parents
and inform of any efforts to address concerns.
Staff Assistance should always aim to keep a continuous traffic flow and reduce gaps between stacked vehicles.

RECOMMENDATIONS

BACKGROUND:
Event Information
Approving Agency:
Event/Type:
Event Organizer:
Event Time(s)/Date (s):
Event Frequency:

- Parking Space Available
for Parent Walk-up
- Queue Area (Controlled)
- Loading Area (Designated)
- Queue Area (Unmanaged)
- Loading Area (Unmanaged)
- Circulation/Flow
- Access Point (In or Out)

City of Dallas (Z 167-259)
Public Charter School (Elementary and Middle Schools)
Harmony Science Academy
Weekday morning & evenings (seasonal)
[Recurring] / Occasional / One-Time

1
2
3
4
5

Transition to a "managed" pick-up protocol

(###)

6

Install a traffic sign to restrict left turns at the exit driveways in front of the
elementary building

7

Install temporary "A-stand" signs (For Afternoon) to discourage school
parking on private parking lots

8

Use parking area for families with multiple children to wait for older child

Introduce separate release periods for all three schools
Deincentivize abuse of "walking" students who do not walk home
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Z167-259
EXHIBIT 2
Traffic Management Plan

Proposed Conditions

Harmony Science Academy, Dallas, Texas

Install 'No Parking' signs along Forestgate Drive at driveways
and corners to improve visibility
Monitor parking lot and enforce no parent parking/queuing

- Sidewalk
- Stop Line
- Staff Assistance
- Trail/Path
- Traffic Signal
- School Zone
- Traffic Cone
- Crosswalk
- Public Transit Stop
- Bicycle Parking
(DART Route No.)
- Pedestrian Safe Zone
- City Designated Bicycle Route

NOTE: This drawing is conceptual only and does not
represent a detailed design.
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